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Intrusion Characteristics
! Main idea: a compromised system has different 

characteristics than a normal one
! Statistical patterns of activity
! Suspicious activity
! Specifications
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IDS goals
! Detect wide range of intrusions

! Including previously unknown attacks

! Detect intrusions quickly
! Allow timely response
! A good IDS can be used for intrusion prevention

! Explain intrusions well
! Allow intelligent response

! Detect accurately
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intrusion detection strategies
! signature detection

! decide in advance what type of behavior is undesirable (security policy)
! codify undesirable behavior into signatures
! promises to detect intrusions in a timely and efficient manner
! problems

! attacks and violations have to be easily codified into signatures (security policies)
! difficulty in detecting previously unknown intrusions
! intrusion signatures must be updated frequently

! anomaly detection
! declare everything that is unusual for the subject suspect, and rise an alarm
! promises to detect

! abuses of legitimate privileges that cannot easily be codified into security policy
! detect attacks that are “novel” to the intrusion detection system

! problems
! tendency to take up data processing resources
! the possibility of an attacker teaching the system that his illegitimate activities 

are ordinary

4
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desirable properties of IDSs
! effectiveness

! to what degree does it detect intrusions into the target system, and how good is it at rejecting false 
positives (false alarms)?

! efficiency
! the run-time efficiency of the intrusion detection system, how many computing resources and how 

much storage does it consume, can it make its detections in real-time?

! ease of use
! How easy is it to field and operate for a user who is not a security expert? What demands can 

be made of the person responding to the intrusion alarm? How high a false alarm rate can he/
she realistically be expected to cope with, and under what circumstances is he/she likely to 
ignore an alarm?

! security
! ability to sustain attacks on IDS itself

! interoperability with other IDSs
! transparency

! how disruptive for an organization deployment and operation of an IDS

! collaboration with other security (mechanisms) in the system/
network
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health example
! the basic rate of incidence is only 1/10,000 = P(S)
! test is 99% accurate 

! P(R|S) = 99% and P(¬R|¬S) = 99%

! you tested positive for the disease (R)
! what’s the probability P(S|R) of you having the disease?

6

Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), we arrive at a generally more useful
statement of Bayes’ theorem:

P!A"B #
P!A" ! P!B!A"

!
i#1

n P!Ai" ! P!B!Ai"
(3)

The base-rate fallacy is best described through example.2 Suppose that
your doctor performs a test that is 99% accurate; that is, when the test was
administered to a test population all of whom had the disease, 99% of the
tests indicated disease, and likewise, when the test population was known
to be 100% free of the disease, 99% of the test results were negative. Upon
visiting your doctor to learn the results, he tells you he has good news and
bad news. The bad news is that indeed you tested positive for the disease.
The good news however, is that, out of the entire population, the rate of
incidence is only 1 $ 10000; that is, only 1 in 10000 people have this
ailment. What, given this information, is the probability of your having the
disease? The reader is encouraged to make a quick “guesstimate” of the
answer at this point.

Let us start by naming the different outcomes. Let S denote sick, and
¬S, that is, not S, denote healthy. Likewise, let R denote a positive test
result and ¬R denote a negative test result. Restating the information
above: given: P!R!S" # 0.99, P!¬R!¬S" # 0.99, and P!S" # 1 $ 10000,
what is the probability P!S!R"?

A direct application of Eq. (3) gives:

P!S!R" #
P!S" ! P!R!S"

P!S" ! P!R!S" % P!¬S" ! P!R! ¬S"
. (4)

The only probability above that we do not immediately know is
P!R!¬S". This is easily found though, since it is merely 1 & P!¬R!¬S"
# 1% (likewise, P!¬S" # 1 & P!S"). Substituting the stated values for
the different quantities in Eq. (4) gives:

P!S!R" #
1/10000 ! 0.99

1/10000 ! 0.99 % !1 & 1/10000" ! 0.01
# 0.00980. . . ' 1%. (5)

That is, even though the test is 99% certain, your chance of actually
having the disease is only 1 $ 100, because the population of healthy people
is much larger than the population with the disease. (For a graphical
representation, in the form of a Venn diagram, depicting the different
outcomes, see the Appendix). This result often surprises people, ourselves
included, and it is this phenomenon—that humans in general do not take
the basic rate of incidence, the base-rate, into account when intuitively

2This example is hinted at in Russel and Norvig [1995].
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Venn diagram for ID event space
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        true negatives: ¬A & ¬I A & ¬I A & I        ¬ A & I

alarms (A)
intrusions (I)

false positives false negativestrue positives
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let’s plug some IDS numbers
! 1,000,000 audit records per day
! 1-2 intrusions per day
! 10 records per event (including intrusion)
! one site security officer

! can only react to low number of alarms
! false alarm rate should be less than

8

50%
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Bayesian detection rate

9

large ship, and so on [Rasmussen 1986; Wickens 1992; Nygren 1994;
Deatherage 1972]. These studies seem to indicate that our required level of
false alarms, 50%, is a very conservative estimate. Most human operators
will have completely lost faith in the device at that point, opting to treat
every alarm with extreme skepticism, if one would be able to speak of a
“treatment” at all. The intrusion detection system would most likely be
completely ignored in a “civilian” setting. More research into this issue is
clearly needed.

5.3 Calculation of Bayesian Detection Rates

Let I and ¬I denote intrusive and nonintrusive behavior, respectively, and
A and ¬A denote the presence or absence of an intrusion alarm. We start
by naming the four possible cases (false and true positives and negatives)
that arise by working backwards from the above set of assumptions:

Detection rate (or true positive rate) is the probability P!A!I "; that is,
that quantity that we can obtain when testing our detector against a set
of scenarios we know represent intrusive behavior;

False alarm rate is the probability P!A!¬I ", the false positive rate,
obtained in an analogous manner.

The other two parameters, P!¬A!I ", the False Negative rate, and
P!¬A!¬I ", the True Negative rate, are easily obtained since they are
merely

P!¬A!I " # 1 $ P!A!I ";P!¬A!¬I" # 1 $ P!A!¬I ". (6)

Of course, our ultimate interest is that both:

—P!I!A", that an alarm really indicates an intrusion (henceforth called
the Bayesian detection rate), and

—P!¬I!¬A", that the absence of an alarm signifies that we have nothing
to worry about,

remain as large as possible.
Applying Bayes’ theorem to calculate P!I!A" results in:

P!I!A" #
P!I " ! P!A!I "

P!I " ! P!A!I " % P!¬I " ! P!A! ¬I "
. (7)

Likewise, for P!¬I!¬A":

P!¬I!¬A" #
P!¬I " ! P!¬A!¬I "

P!¬I " ! P!¬A!¬I " % P!I " ! P!¬A!I "
. (8)

These assumptions give us a value for the rate of incidence of the actual
number of intrusions in our system, and its dual (10 audit records per
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intrusion, 2 intrusions per day, and 1,000,000 audit records per day).
Interpreting these as probabilities:

P!I " # 1!1 ! 106

2 ! 10
# 2 ! 10$5;

P!¬I " # 1 $ P!I " # 0.99998. (9)

Inserting Eq. (9) into Eq. (7),

P!I!A" #
2 ! 10$5 ! P!A!I "

2 ! 10$5 ! P!A!I " % 0.99998 ! P!A!¬I "
. (10)

Studying Eq. (10), we see the base-rate fallacy clearly. By now it should
come as no surprise to the reader, since the assumptions made about our
system make it clear that we have an overwhelming number of nonevents
(benign activity) in our audit trail, and only a few events (intrusions) of any
interest. Thus, the factor governing the detection rate !2 ! 10$5" is com-
pletely dominated by the factor (0.99998) governing the false alarm rate.
Furthermore, since 0 ! P!A!I " ! 1, the equation will have its desired
maximum for P!A!I " # 1 and P!A!¬I " # 0, which results in the most
beneficial outcome as far as the false alarm rate is concerned. While
reaching these values would be an accomplishment indeed, they are hardly
attainable in practice. Let us instead plot the value of P!I!A" for a few
fixed values of P!I!A" (including the “best” case P!A!I " # 1), as a func-
tion of P!A!¬I " (see Figure 1). It should be noted that both axes are
logarithmic.

It becomes clear from studying the plot in Figure 1 that, even for the
unrealistically high detection rate 1.0, we have to have a very low false
alarm rate (on the order of 1 ! 10$5) for the Bayesian detection rate to have
a value of 66%, that is, about two-thirds of all alarms will be a true
indication of intrusive activity. With a more realistic detection rate of, say,
0.7, for the same false alarm rate, the value of the Bayesian detection rate
is about 58%, nearing 50-50. Even though the number of events (intrusions/
alarms) is still low, it is our belief that a low Bayesian detection rate would
quickly “teach” the SSO to (un)safely ignore all alarms, even though their
absolute numbers would theoretically have allowed a complete investiga-
tion of all alarms. This becomes especially true as the system grows; a 50%
false alarm rate of a total 100 alarms would clearly not be tolerable. Note
that even quite a large difference in the detection rate does not substan-
tially alter the Bayesian detection rate, which instead is dominated by the
false alarm rate. Whether such a low rate of false alarms is at all
attainable is discussed in Section 6.

It becomes clear that, for example, a requirement of only 100 false alarms
per day is met by a large margin with a false alarm rate of 1 ! 10$5. With
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So what?
Even for the unrealistically high detection rate 100%, we have to have a very low false alarm 
rate (on the order of 10-5) for the Bayesian detection rate to have a value of 66%

adopted from [3]
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Bayesian detection vs. false alarm rate

10

105 “events” per day, we will see only 1 false alarm per day, on average. By
the time our ceiling of 100 false alarms per day is met, at a rate of 1 !
10!3 false alarms, even in the best-case scenario, our Bayesian detection
rate is down to around 2%,3 by which time no one will care less when the
alarm goes off.

Substituting (6) and (9) in Eq. (8) gives

P"¬I!¬A# $
0.99998 ! "1 ! P"A!¬I ##

0.99998 ! "1 ! P"A!¬I ##%2 ! 10!5 ! "1 ! P"A!I ##
. (11)

A quick glance at the resulting Eq. (11) raises no cause for concern. The
large P"¬I # factor (0.99998) will completely dominate the equation, giving
it values near 1.0 for the values of P"A!¬I # under discussion here,
regardless of the value of P"A!I #.

This is the base-rate fallacy in reverse, if you will, since we have already
demonstrated that the problem is that we will set off the alarm too many
times in response to nonintrusions, combined with the fact that, to begin
with, we do not have many intrusions: truly a question of finding a needle
in a haystack.

3Another way of calculating that differs from Eq. (10) is of course to realize that 100 false
alarms and only a maximum of 2 possible valid alarms gives: 2 & "2 % 100# ' 2%.
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Fig. 1. Plot of Bayesian detection rate versus false alarm rate.
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conclusions from IDS base-rate fallacy
! “the factor limiting the performance of an intrusion 

detection system is not the ability to identify behavior 
correctly as intrusive, but rather its ability to suppress 
false alarms”

! “one should measure the false alarm rate in relation to 
how many intrusions one would expect to detect, not 
in relation to the maximum number of possible false 
alarms”

11
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Anomaly Models
! Manual models

! Describe what behavior is correct or anomalous

! Statistical models
! Learn what is the normal behavior
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Statistical Models
! Monitor system in normal state
! Learn patterns of activity

! Various statistical models to do this

! Decide an intrusion threshold
! E.g. 2 standard deviations from normal

! Adapt over time (optional)
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Simple Model (Normal)
! Measure values of parameters

! e.g., network load

! Calculate mean & standard deviation
! Set a threshold based on a confidence interval

! e.g., 2 standard deviatons =~ 95%
! 3 standard deviations =~ 99.7%

! Alert for values outside the threshold
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Markov Models
! Consider anomalous sequences of operations

! Usually system calls

! Markov models: next operation depends on current one
! E.g. read follows open

! Transition probabilities computed by training
! Can classify likelihood of sequences
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Higher Order Markov Models
! First order Markov models consider only the previous 

state
! I.e. likelihood of each digram of operations
! E.g. if training set is:

! how is it going?
! the sky is blue.

! Then the sentence “how is blue” falls within the model 

! Higher order Markov models consider several previous 
states
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n-grams
! Another way to think about previous states is with n-grams

open read write open mmap write fchmod close

! 3-grams are:
open read write  read write open
write open mmap  open mmap write
mmap write fchmod  write fchmod close
fchmod close
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Statistical Models
! Pro:

! No need to know what is “normal” in advance
! Flexibility between installations
! Adaptive
! Control of false positive rates
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Statistical Models
! Cons:

! Statistical model may be wrong
! E.g. not normally distributed data

! Training set may be inadequate
! Same problem as testing

! Alerts difficult to explain
! Attacks may be able to get around them
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Misuse specification
! Look for patterns of activity that shouldn’t happen

! e.g., control transfer to a randomized location
! e.g., traffic with internal address coming from outside

! Usually very low false positive rate
! But only detects known attacks
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Specification-based Detection
! Specify correct operation, everything else an attack
! E.g. rdist specification

! open world readable files
! open non-world readable files rdist creates
! create files in /tmp
! chown/chmod files it creates

! Any other filesystem operation is an error
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GGFBro

How Bro Works 

• Taps GigEther fiber link passively, sends up a copy 
of all network traffic.Network

adopted from [2]
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GGFBro

How Bro Works 

• Kernel filters down high-volume stream via standard 
libpcap packet capture library.

Network

libpcap

Packet Stream

Filtered Packet
Stream

Tcpdump
Filter

adopted from [2]
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GGFBro

How Bro Works 

• “Event engine” distills filtered stream into 
high-level, policy-neutral events reflecting 
underlying network activity
– E.g. Connection-level: 

• connection attempt
• connection finished

– E.g. Application-level: 
• ftp request
• http_reply

– E.g. Activity-level: 
• login success

Network

libpcap

Event Engine

Packet Stream

Filtered Packet
Stream

Tcpdump
Filter

Event
Stream

Event
Control

adopted from [2]
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GGFBro

How Bro Works 

• “Policy script” processes event stream, incorporates:
– Context from past events
– Site’s particular policies

Network

libpcap

Event Engine

Policy Script Interpreter

Packet Stream

Filtered Packet
Stream

Tcpdump
Filter

Event
Stream

Event
Control

Real-time Notification
Record To Disk

Policy
Script

adopted from [2]
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GGFBro

How Bro Works 

• “Policy script” processes event stream, incorporates:
– Context from past events
– Site’s particular policies

•… and takes action: 
• Records to disk
• Generates alerts via syslog, email, paging, etc.
• Executes programs as a form of response

Network

libpcap

Event Engine

Policy Script Interpreter

Packet Stream

Filtered Packet
Stream

Tcpdump
Filter

Event
Stream

Event
Control

Real-time Notification
Record To Disk

Policy
Script

adopted from [2]
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GGFBro

Sample Bro Policy

• Using the Bro language, sites can write custom policy scripts to generate 
alarms on any policy violation.

• For example, if a site only allows external http and mail to a small, controlled 
lists of hosts, they could do this:
const web_servers = { www.lbl.gov, www.bro-ids.org, };
const mail_servers = { smtp.lbl.gov, smtp2.lbl.gov, };

redef allow_services_to: set[addr, port] += {
        [mail_servers, smtp],
        [web_servers, http],
};

• Bro can then generate an Alarm or even terminate the connection for policy 
violations:

 if ( service !in allow_services)
    NOTICE([$note=SensitiveConnection, $conn=c,]);
 if ( inbound && service in terminate_successful_inbound_service )
!     terminate_connection(c);

adopted from [2]
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Mimicry Attacks
! Tailor attack specifically to an IDS
! e.g., pad system calls sequences to look legitimate
! Normal sequence:

open read write close open fchmod close exec

! Naïve attack:
open read exec

! Mimicry attack (digrams):
open read write close exec
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Network Intrusion Detection
! Most attacks come from the outside network
! Monitoring outside link(s) easier than monitoring all 

systems in an enterprise
! Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) a popular 

tool
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NIDS challenges
! NIDS Challenges

! Volume of traffic
! Attacks on the monitor
! Uncertainty about host behavior
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Intrusion Response
! Once intrusion is detected, what to do?
! Prevention

! Stop the attack if detected fast enough

! Containment
! Prevent further damage

! Eradication
! Restore system to known good state

! Follow-Up
! Track down attackers

! Most work is on eradication
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